A leader in the product protection industry for 60 years, Caplugs offers the world’s largest stock of plastic caps, plugs, wraps, edge liners, netting and tubing. Our full line of caps includes threaded, non-threaded, tapered, straight, tear-tab, flexible vinyl, rigid IDPE and more. The post valve sleeve joins a wide array of Caplugs products currently used to protect your gas valves and cylinders.

Custom Solutions

At Caplugs, we have the tools and experience to offer extensive custom design capabilities in-house. We provide engraving and pad printing, allowing you to advertise your company name and logo directly on the sleeve. And, with our color customization, you can color match the sleeve to your company colors. Caplugs' engineering, tooling and manufacturing capabilities allow us to create a part in different materials and designs to fit your unique needs. When you need the perfect custom solution for your product protection, you need Caplugs.

Engraving
Colored pad printing
Custom designs
Color matching
Quicker/Easier Installation
No soaking. No assembly. No problem. Simply push on the Caplugs sleeve and it easily locks into place. With unique top grip corners and a push flange, our sleeve can be installed quickly and easily.

More Secure Fit
The most important element of a post valve sleeve is its ability to stay securely on the post valve from installation through transit, until it reaches the end-user. Caplugs' sleeves have a unique locking bead that will not allow the part to fall off during handling or transit.

Superior Protection Against Contamination
Longer than other valve sleeves, Caplugs' sleeve protects a much larger area of the post valve. Made of heavy-duty polyethylene material with .050" thick walls, our oxygen compatible valve sleeve provides greater protection from nicks and scratches against the valve surface.

High Visibility
A secured post valve sleeve lets you know that a cylinder has been filled. The long length of the Caplugs valve sleeve allows you to easily identify from a distance that a post has a sleeve and the cylinder is full. We also stock the valve sleeve in opaque white for an even higher visibility option. Or choose from a wide range of colors for tank coding and age designations.

Tamper Evident Protection
Once the sleeve is removed, it cannot be placed back on the post because the tear-tab will be torn. This reduces your risk of delivering a tank that has been used or tampered with.

Easy Removal
The large pull-tab was designed with the end-user in mind. We've made the tab finger-sized with ribs, making it easy to grab and hold on to. The unique tear-tabs are designed to stay intact during handling and transit, yet tear easily for the end-user. The result is a reliable and durable sleeve for you and a convenient, user-friendly sleeve for your customer.

Money-Saving Protection
Our post valve sleeve not only performs better, it's competitively priced. Plus, because our sleeve is so easy to use, it will save you efficiencies on installation labor, increasing your production rate. Parts are in stock and ready to ship.

Universal Fit
One part does it all! Caplugs' sleeve is designed to fit all "standard medical cylinder post valves" and will not interfere with the "safety relief device."

You fill it. We'll protect it.
Caplugs' oxygen post valve sleeves slide easily over the post valve after a cylinder has been filled with oxygen gas. It protects the post valve from damage and contamination, and is designed to remain locked into place through transit until the end-user removes it. Only from Caplugs.

A step ahead of the competition
The Caplug oxygen post valve sleeve was specifically designed to give you a better alternative to the products currently used in your industry. Other products are typically:

- Time-consuming and difficult to install
- Require threading of small, intricate parts
- Require pre-soaking, drying time or heat guns
- Require two hands to install
- Poor fit and unreliable protection
- A loose fit on the post once installed
- Risk of falling off during handling or while in transit
- Are vulnerable to tampering and unsanitary conditions
- May become brittle when exposed to cold, heat or sunlight

Our Caplug post valve sleeves were engineered to meet these problems head-on and provide you with a unique solution for superior protection.

SVS-1
Translucent design allows visibility of valve stem
Looking bead
Ergonomic contoured grip corners
Flanged sides for push-on installation
Tear-tab for easy removal
Large, finger-sized pull-tab
Patent-Pending Designs
Please contact us at 1-888-CAPLUGS for additional design options.

SVS-2W
Our SVS-2W design can accommodate a washer while providing the same superior protection, secure fit, easy installation and removal as SVS-1, saving you time and labor.

Accommodates washer

A smarter design. A better solution.

Quick/Easier Installation
No soaking. No assembly. No problem. Simply push on the Caplug's sleeve and it easily locks into place. With unique top grip corners and a push flange, our sleeve can be installed quickly and easily.

More Secure Fit
The most important element of a post valve sleeve is its ability to stay securely on the post valve from installation through transit, until it reaches the end-user. Caplug's sleeves have a unique locking bead that will not allow the part to fall off during handling or transit.

Superior Protection Against Contamination
Longer than other valve sleeves, Caplug's sleeve protects a much larger area of the post valve. Made of heavy-duty polyethylene material with .050" thick walls, our oxygen compatible valve sleeve provides greater protection from nicks and scratches against the valve surface.

High Visibility
A secured post valve sleeve lets you know that a cylinder has been filled. The long length of the Caplug valve sleeve allows you to easily identify from a distance that a post has a sleeve and the cylinder is full. We also stock the valve sleeve in opaque white for an even higher visibility option. Or choose from a wide range of colors for tank coding and age designations.

Tamper Evident Protection
Once the sleeve is removed, it cannot be placed back on the post because the tear-tab will be torn. This reduces your risk of delivering a tank that has been used or tampered with.

Easy Removal
The large pull-tab was designed with the end-user in mind. We've made the tab finger-sized with ribs, making it easy to grab and hold on to. The unique tear-tabs are designed to stay intact during handling and transit, yet tear easily for the end-user. The result is a reliable and durable sleeve for you and a convenient, user-friendly sleeve for your customer.

Money-Saving Protection
Our post valve sleeve not only performs better, it's competitively priced. Plus, because our sleeve is so easy to use, it will save you efficiencies on installation labor, increasing your production rate. Parts are in stock and ready to ship.

Universal Fit
One part does it all! Caplug's sleeve is designed to fit all "standard medical cylinder post valves" and will not interfere with the "safety relief device."

 Superior protection that saves you money and labor.

* The post valve sleeves are not intended to be a lifting or carrying device. We do not recommend you lift the cylinder/tank by the valve or the valve sleeve.